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Premier Flexilite Components:
The Premier Flexilite is made up of the following components:

Lid

Wrap

Base

Premier Flexilite Types:
The Premier Flexi-lite is available in three different shapes:
Curved, Oval and Rectangular, which are illustrated with their dimensions:

Plan view

Front view

Curved

985mm

590mm

1000mm

Rectangular

Oval

996mm

1000mm

547mm

998mm

547mm

1000mm

Premier Flexilite Construction:
Flexi-lite is made up of a wooded base and lid with a ﬂexible, corrugated ﬁbre board that can be
rolled up and applied to the shape of the base. The following construction diagrams have been
done using the Rectangular Flexilite, however the principle is the same for all three types.

Stage 1 - Set up
Start off with the base ﬂat on the ﬂoor.
Velcro Strips

Take the rolled-up ‘wrap’ and begin attaching the right corner of the wrap onto the inner angle of
the base.

The wrap has velcro strips along the top and bottom edges to allow it to adhere solidly to the other strips along the base. Gently start to unroll the roll the wrap, following the shape of the base.

Premier Flexilite Construction:
Stage 2 - Adding the lid

When you have fully unrolled the
wrap, this is how your Flexilite
should look

The next step is to attach the lid. Place
the lid on top of the unit with the
cable tidy facing the front. Push the lid
down until it is completely attached to
the velcro strips inside the wrap.

The Flexilite is now ready.

Premier Flexilite Construction:
Stage 3 - Applying the graphic panel

Attach the graphic panel to the front of the Flexilite by using the steel tape located on the rear
of the graphic and stick it onto the magnetic tape located on the front of the wrap.

The ﬁnished Flexilite with the graphic attached.

Premier Flexilite Panel Dimensions:
The graphic panel is the same size for all three types of the Flexilite. When printing your own
graphics, it is advisable that you add steel tape to the rear of the panel in order to magnetise the
graphic to the magnetic tape on the wrap.

Front of Graphic

984mm

760mm

Rear of Graphic (Showing Steel Tape)

Premier Flexilite Enhancements:
Shelving
There are two types of shelves that can be attached to the Flexilite unit, the inner-shelf and the
keyboard shelf. Both of the below options cannot be retro-ﬁtted. This means that you must specify
at the time of the ordering what shelf you would like to add onto your unit.

Inner shelf

Attach the inner shelf to your Flexilite by using the vertical velcro strips that are shown in black
above and run down the inside of the wrap. This shelf is commonly used to hold literature which
can support approximately 20kg.

Keyboard shelf

On the underside of the lid you can attach a keyboard shelf which can be used as an extension of
the lid or as a standard size keyboard shelf.

Premier Flexilite Enhancements:
Locking Doors
For added security, especially when leaving products or brochures on your stand, a lockable door
can be added. This option cannot be retro-ﬁited. Which means that you must specify at the time of
ordering that you would like to add a locking door to your Flexi-lite.

The male hinge comes attached to the wrap
and the female is on the inside of the door.

The female hinge ports on the
frame of the door are lowered
on to the male ports on the
Flexilite wrap.

The completed unit with lockable door.

Premier Flexilite Enhancements:
Cable Tidy
The cable tidy comes as standard ﬁtted to all units. Please specify at the time of ordering if it is not
required.

Premier Flexilite Enhancements:
Wheeled Case
Firstly roll the graphic up still attached to the wrap, following by the lid, base and locking door. If
you have an inner-shelf and/or keyboard these will ﬁt comfortable as well.
The two diagrams below show the order in which the case should be packed and the dimensions of
the case.

1000mm

630mm

230mm

Premier Flexilite Finishes:
The Premier Flexilite is available in these standard ﬁnishes. Please be aware that you can match
different ﬁnishes for the wrap and the lid.

Granite

Silver

Beech

Black

Apollo

Royal Blue

Admiral

Fabric ﬁnishes

Red

NB. The swatches shown are
created using lithographic
print techniques and therefore
should be referred to as a guide
only.

Silver Gray

Mid Gray

Work top surfaces
From left to right:
Granite
Silver
Beech
Black

Black

